Problems with Geo-Engineering and
Climate Manipulation
- by QuantumSniper Jan 2015
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•

Geo-engineering and weather manipulation science has been available for decades (geoengineeringwatch.org).

•

Modern methods of geo-engineering and Climate Manipulation work (see patents) on a principle of creating high
altitude reflective / obscurative cloud patterns for blocking EMR (light and infra-red) radiation using jet airliners.

•

Their theory is that alleged atmospheric global warming (GW) can be curtailed by refracting light back into space.

•

Nano-particles of chemicals (eg. of aluminium, barium salts) added to these aerosols create persistent cloud patterns.
Such clouds can conduct / reflect energy (eg. Heat) when targeted with giga-watt radio emissions (eg. via HAARP).

•

Heating portions of the high level stratosphere and ionosphere creates convective patterns that can alter delicate but
powerful weather systems. Eg. Can re-direct the Jet-Stream. Can build OR dissipate rain/storm systems.

•

I acknowledge this document is not created solely from primary source reference materials.

•

Its design is instead to be authoritative for general public awareness.

•

The overall weight and merit of evidence presented is sufficient for the intelligent reasonable person to see some truth

•

My job is to inform, open people’s eyes, persuade, and shake them from lethargy or stupor.

•

“Science Conducted by Consensus” isn’t good science. But an outraged public can move mountains by their consensus
of opinion. As a citizen warrior and essayist, I can only take the baton thus far. Others must follow-through in their
own way. Build on truth and champion long-term common sense.
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•

I submit for your perusal this brief study of the effects of controversial Geo-Engineering and Chem-trail programs.

•

Be warned! This document is a Cognitive Dissonance zone! If you suffer from this mental stressor, then your own (and others’) ingrained
prejudices and subconscious conditioning may be the primary source of all problems. Suspend disbelief - if you must - until you’ve seen the
evidence. Suppress the immature urge to turn away, ridicule, or dismiss because of ideas inconsistent from your own. All will resolve in time.

•

IMPORTANT: We are beyond proving chemtrails exist! If you need such proof, then your research is HERE

•

In fact, semantic/technical “proof” is actually a fiction. It’s neither achievable in real life, nor in so-called ‘Hard Science’.

Eg. Using the “Scientific Method”, one cannot find ‘conclusive proof’ of even atoms’ existence. All we can do is continually evolve/improve(?) the
Hypothesis of atoms’ existence. Therefore, purest faith in the Scientific Method will require perpetual adherence to •
•
•
•

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Systematic Observation
Measurement
Experimentation, and finally
Develop a hypothesis, with ongoing formulation, testing and modification of that theory

•

Citizen Warrior now asks YOU to use a logically reasoned approach, like the Scientific Method, and also apply Common Sense.

•

THEN, by ‘preponderance of evidence’, each individual needs to decide the Standard of Proof they prefer. Ie:
• “Balance of Probabilities” (legal Test of The Reasonable Man; “more likely than not”) as used in civil courts, OR
• “Beyond Reasonable Doubt” (legal Test of Indisputable Fact Evidence; “show X is literally impossible”) as used in criminal courts

•

Thereafter; IF there remains a naysayer who simply ‘denies’ without due cause … or who rejects ANY and ALL new evidence data or
theories presented to them … or who fails to invest an ongoing commitment to view such evidence, or who roots themselves in emotion and
in pre-existing prejudices… then such ‘Deniers’ are actually manifesting an irrational resistance to change. Similar to forms of insanity.
Denial is a logical fallacy “Argumentum ad Ignorantiam”.

•

Every citizen must think like a lawyer. Educate yourself on ‘Denial’, Logical Fallacies, & other specious argument types.
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•

Look up existing U.S. PATENT No 5003186 - Stratospheric Wellsbach Seeding. (The spraying of aluminium, barium,
strontium nano-particulates at high altitudes to cause ‘excess’ EMR (light) to be reflected back into space to reduce
global warming). (Solar obscuration) http://www.google.com/patents/US5003186

•

Not persuaded yet ? Well, click here for 100 more patents on weather modification. These sport such catchy titles as
“RE29,142 – February 22, 1977 – Reissue of: 03630950 – Combustible compositions for generating aerosols …
particularly suitable for cloud modification and weather control and aerosolization process.”

•

You want to hear testimonial evidence? Search for “chemtrails whistleblower” in YouTube. See in particular
http://youtu.be/67cWIFmeYjE “Chemtrail Whistleblower exposes “... gov' sponsored disinfo sites!”

•

Crucial articles on Dutchsinse.com website. Covers the science (HAARP, radio/EMF, seismic), government policy
statements, legislation, media announcements, equipment & technology used, companies involved, military activities &c

•

Highly recommended YouTube viewing:
• “ *WHAT* in the World Are They Spraying? (Full Length HD)” http://youtu.be/7C5TFTkblKQ 1:37 hrs
• *WHY* in the World are They Spraying? (Full Length HD)’ http://youtu.be/90iE4nr4Kfk 1:12 hrs

•

Laboratory readings of water samples – eg. 50,000 % increase in field samples of Strontium, Aluminum taken at Mt.
Shasta USA in recent (Coast2Coast with George Noory @3:00 min mark https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDF_dAuZXnM) 44mins

•

Why standard high bypass Turbofan jet engines cannot create persistent contrails. See http://youtu.be/WgL6b7VTxT4
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Human health world-wide
•
•
•
•
•

Toxicity in air, water directly ingested.
Environmental Aluminium toxicity is linked to Alzheimer’s Disease.
Mental, respiratory, and dermatalogical illnesses.
Radioactive particles cause cancers, mutations, metabolic imbalances, possible birth defects.
ADHD and other non-specific behavioural disorders caused by excessive environmental toxins.

Human Rights / Nation-State Sovereignty
•
•
•
•
•

Geo-engineering trades-off Pollution –v– Global Warming in Atmosphere. By whose authority do they modify weather?
Citizen rights to have a sovereign democratic state, and freedom of the press are eroded
Governments (supposedly representing its electorate), must bow to international treaties and trans-national corporate pressure.
National governments must spend taxpayers money to cover health costs, and to support international covert programs.
Weather warfare used as ‘soft weapon’ and ‘force multiplier’ against adversary. ‘Plausible deniability’ cover protects the aggressor.

Environmental genocide for the Ecosystem.
•
•
•
•

Bio-diversity of soil bacteria, nematodes, wild plant and animal life. Likely interference with Bee populations
Aquatic Insect Life, amphibian decline. Increase in extinction rates to 200 different species per day.
Run-off into streams and oceans – Marine life, complex food chains affected.
Fragile eco-systems, (rainforests, high mountains, glaciers, ice caps, Great Barrier Reef) are all affected by chaotic weather patterns.

Vulnerable people on the front-line, include •
•
•
•
•
•

Farmers and food producers lose out because they cannot plan, or rely on consistent weather.
Banks & Insurers … (Yes, they will also suffer losses as the public goes bankrupt or makes insurance claims).
Fire-fighters (and emergency services); aluminium nano-particles in wildfires make fuel more incendiary.
Children, Pregnant women, the elderly, and the infirm.
Whistle-blowers, protectors of the environment, and defenders of civil liberties.
Urban populations. Higher toxicity concentrations exist in congested living areas.
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•

E.g. The HAARP Installation in Alaska outputs as much as 3.6 Billion Watts of ERP (Effective Radiated Power).

•

There are over 30+ fixed and mobile HAARP-type stations around the planet. Operated by USA, Russia, China etc..

•

HAARP stands for “High Frequency Active Auroral Research Project” (note: they often masquerade as “Research”
installations.) These installations are also known as “Ionospheric heater facilities”. They are closely connected to chemtrailing programs, and are integral to weather modification technologies. (See www.dutchsinse.com)

•

Scalar waves of EMF are used in large phased-array transmitters around the planet to project High Output Radio
frequency into targeted portions of the Ionosphere (I.e. the High reaches of the atmosphere above 50km).

•

Such Ionospheric Heaters are used as a multiplier to magnify the effect of chemtrails. Aluminium is a dessicant
(electrostatically attracts water vapour), and it is electromagnetically conductive. Can seed rain clouds. Effects are
commonly visible in scalar wave cloud patterns.

•

Just like aluminium foil in your microwave oven, the transmission of Radio Waves from HAARP into an area above the
troposphere can heat up the nano-particles of aluminium in chemtrails and cause enormous heat convection lensing
effects. They can be used to start OR dissipate storms, OR to dry up atmospheric moisture in clouds, OR affect
direction or strength of the Jet Stream, OR create extreme weather for strategic political or military advantage.

•

“Ionospheric Heaters” can also be used to penetrate the ground and bodies of water up to hundreds of metres in
depth using ELF & ULF (Extremely Low Frequency) transmissions. Seismically volatile areas can be triggered by
heating tectonic water fissures. This is a cheap and undisclosed /favourite technique for fracking used by oil/gas
drilling companies to improve output.
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Who Gains when Fear Reigns?
•
•
•
•

Pundits in public positions whose income is
dependent on climate fear-mongering.
OPEC Oil nations and their transnational
allies. Create guilt and ‘Peak Oil’ fears to
feign scarcity and jack up prices.
Military Industrial & weapons manufacturers
indirectly support fear agendas, wars &
eco-terrorism to protect market share.
Wall Street gains on volatility, & creation of
Carbon-Credit based negotiable instrument

• The fossil-fuel-based supply industry that profits despite systemic polluting via 100+ year
old fossil based energy systems. People too afraid to change.
• Those who start, promote, and fund wars in Third World & Middle-East to secure oil.
• Those military and technology supplier companies who suppress new, exotic, competing
energy technologies. (Note: over 5,300 patents for alternative energy systems banned
by U.S. Patent office since 1950’s on basis of U.S. ‘National Security’)
• Banksters who control world money-flow, issue credit to sovereign governments, and who
profit from institutionalized theft against the Poor, Powerless or the Uninformed.
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We all know that fossil fuel usage is –
• Massively polluting, and abusive of natural resources
• based on the sham paradigm/model of Full-Spectrum Dependency on the oil & coal industry.
•

Readers must understand that billions of dollars are secretly spent by vested interests every year to propagate the ‘Global Warming Cult’. Its cult
zealots and sheep-like followers have hijacked the climate debate and/or ignore common sense by breeding fear.

•

Through a corporate-industrial media, and by selective censorship, ‘Cultists’ (including mainstream scientists) also breed public guilt within us all as
consumers for simply ‘living’ normally. Meanwhile major polluters (eg. huge trans-national corporations) abrogate all responsibility.

•

Corporations (esp. trans-national monopolies big enough to negotiate tax breaks, and grants of public revenue from sovereign countries) continue
to toxify the environment, and to aberrate the climate. They then pretend not to be progenitors of pollution by claiming …‘We shouldn’t be
blamed for merely ‘making a profit’ by ‘supplying market need’ ’’.

•

Some Hard Questions:
1. Q: If all fossil fuel usage ended today, would alleged GW (global warming) improve ? A: Most likely, Yes !
2. Q: Who profits from climate fear-mongering ? A: Those who want you pre-occupied or distracted from fossil fuel and alternative energies !
3. Q: Does the planet (not the Economy) benefit by setting up a Carbon Credits Trading Scheme. A: NO! (see YouTube “50 to 1 Project”)
4. Q: Who profits from keeping technology of chemTrails and weather modification secret ? Those who would hide the extent of the climate
problem, and who would seek not to draw attention to fossil fuels being the TRUE primary source of climate problems !

•

At the same time, vulture capitalists influencing government policy freely profit and promote taxes via consumer guilt. E.g. Carbon Tax. (Note:
Everybody was supposed to pay carbon tax except for the guys pulling it out of the ground ! )
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•

Illegality comes from being a public health menace. Toxic nano-particles containing salts of Strontium and Barium, particulates of
aluminium and even fluoride are released into the upper atmosphere. These are inhaled, imbibed with water, ingested in food.
They kill living soils, bacteria, microbes and germinating seeds. Possibly contributing to unacknowledged de-population agenda.

•

Aerosol spraying is done every day, world-wide, across sovereign borders, without public consent, by corporate, U.S. and
military agents. It discriminates financially in favour of globalist trans-national corporations like Monsanto. Exists only because of
an ignorant, uninformed or distracted public.

•

Forced mass medication (a.k.a. poisoning of the population) without accountability or open democratic consent. Much like the
Fluoride-in-the-drinking-water ‘debate’, it is a mass non-consensual medication. It is illegal, outrageous breach of social contract.
Note: We cannot assume that intentional poisoning is the goal, but rather, it is a negligent by-product of weather modification.

•

Eventually, geo-engineering will be openly admitted. At which point they’ll claim it was “necessary to save to the earth”.
Meanwhile humanity is being covertly experimented upon, and poisoned by arrogant technocrats who quarter no debate, and
‘believe they know best’.

•

For now; A misguided public, (that’s been misrepresented to) must comprehend the ’Plausible Deniability’ doctrine.
• The term was originally coined by CIA in the 1960’s describes the withholding of information from senior officials to protect
them against illegal or unpopular activities by the CIA.
• CIA is bound by law to act lawfully (within the U.S.) and to protect ‘U.S. National Security’.
• But CIA is exempt from prosecution for illegal activities outside U.S in relation to “international issues”’. This leads to abuse.

•

Like the tobacco industry, CEO’s, stooges and Govt spokesmen must fully disavow. They resist formal inquiries, and even attack
whistleblowers / activitsts. Lying and ‘Extreme Denial’ Policies are adopted. Plausible deniabilty doctrine requires they deny all
knowledge, or else any legal admission opens class action law suits and billion$ damage claims.

•

Historically acknowledged Psychological Operations (PsyOp) disinformation programs are real ! (See ‘Operation Mockingbird’
by CIA). Deliberate lies, fraud and deception are foisted on the public for political advantage. This is propaganda, plain and
simple.
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•

Learn more! Become as expert in this subject, as you are at football.

•

Be a fearless Citizen Warrior. Raise issue at dinner table, family functions, at work, at pub. STOP wasting time with numbskulls
over arguments whether geo-engineering exists. Prophylactically assume it’s a real and present danger, and act accordingly.

•

Conscript socially influential friends, politicians, community groups, captains of industry. Demand accountability !

•

See the big picture. Identify obvious agendas behind the news. Stop being a dumb-ass.
• If you settle for just parroting existing mainstream media views, no matter how ‘well read’, you’ll miss vital data.
• Choosing to consistently ignore uncomfortable facts, inhuman agendas and media bias is akin to a mental illness.
• Not everything is an intentional conspiracy. Some conspiracies may be UNintentional or even well-intentioned.
• Waking up to such hidden agendas is about Activism. NOT directionless paranoia.
• Are you helping to improve and en-noble the human condition? or are you just a shill, trolling against wisdom.

•

Don’t be a victim of media corporate control. Make REAL choices, not manipulated choices.

•

Tactics available for the Citizen Warrior include starting legal actions • In Administrative Law., Criminal Law, Civil Law (Negligence), Contract, in Individual and Class Actions.
• Sue Government Departments: E.P.A., Military, Federal Aviation Authority (FAA), Public Health Authorities.
• Suing for negligence, damages, personal injury, pecuniary and non-pecuniary loss.
• Sue corporations involved including Raytheon, Boeing, Aircraft Maintenance & Support Services
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•

Weather modification programs have been operating at full scale since mid 1990’s (US) and early 2000’s (in
Europe and Australia). Qu: Is anyone living in North Korea, China, Russia, South America seeing chemtrails?

•

If you have lived in the same place for a couple decades, go back over old outdoor photos, wedding pictures,
etc. Look for ‘contrails’ or scalar cloud shapes from images 15 or 20 years ago’. No CT’s should appear
before around1995.

•

Use Smartphone Apps to map domestic flight locations. If they leave a trail, mark the flight no. and time.
Create a spreadsheet or database.

•

Check aviation or weather charts for Dew Point, Altitude, temperature, humidity, pressure condensation,
particulates. Hectapascals, Atmospheric heat gradients for areas of the troposphere above 15,000 ft. Look
for patterns over time.

•

Obtain E.P.A. Reports and County/Council spectroscopic soil sample reports for previous decades. Look for
sharp increases in the particular elements prevalent in the chemtrail patents. Particularly after rain. And
systematically rule out local industrial air or other pollution causes.

•

Genuine contrails will only form at -43 C @ 70% humidity. Take meteorological readings up mountain-sides.

•

Eg. Brisbane man who took rain samples to Lab for testing at his own expense (NB Must find lost citation)
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• Coast2Coast with George Noory. Excellent whistleblower interview
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDF_dAuZXnM 44mins long (commencing @3:00 min mark)
• WantToKnow.info - http://www.wanttoknow.info/g/chemtrails
• geoengineeringwatch.org http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org
• HAARP Technologies, (see video etc. of scalar wave emissions on standard radar weather
maps) http://www.rense.com and www.dutchsinse.com
• Strange Meteorology (Hi-def pix of aerosol spraying)
• The Role of media http://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/11/29/the-role-of-the-media-in-aiding-and-abetting-thedeceptions-seen-in-climategate/

• “The 50 to 1 Project” Topher’s unpopular view – http://youtu.be/Zw5Lda06iK010 mins long
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•

Who is behind secret Chem-Trail / Geo-Engineering agenda ? (Hint: Who has huge wealth, influence in govt, concern over lost petrodollar profits, a
history of manipulating media, connections to covert operations, using fear and disinformation to coerce foreign countries to go to war or otherwise do their
bidding, links to the military and aviation? … A: the Oil industry monopolists of course!)

•

What is their agenda. What do they want to achieve ? (To keep profits and business as usual in existing fossil fuel industry. To suppress viable alternative
energy technologies. To keep population dumb, distracted, divisive. To misguidedly ‘save the weather’ at the expense of poisoning the planet for their shortterm benefit.)

•

Is climate change real ? (Hint: Sure it is! Weather changes every minute, day, month, year, millenium, eon. “Average weather readings” are meaningless
since they depend upon when you start your graph. Extreme weather events, larger hurricanes, ever-increasing/decreasing polar ice are only superficial
indicators of climate change. Proper meteorological records only go back less than 100 years. There are dozens of natural planetary harmonic cycles
affecting the ecosphere: (see: QuantumSniper “Why Carbon Tax is Bad – Special Report”) and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_variation) Eg. Diurnal
cycle (night & day), Seasonal change (every 3 months), Annual Elliptical Perihelion, Apohelion to the sun. (yearly) Solar day (27 earth days). Sun Spot cycle
(11 years). Moon, Venus, Mars elliptical proximity (random), Precession of Equinoxes (24,000 year cycle). Mankovich Cycle (200,000+ year cycle), Tipping
points for carbon saturation, prehistoric carbon release under ocean, random asteroids, Volcanoes, Coronal Mass Ejections, passage through ecliptic plane of
the galaxy. Really? What’s “average” about all that?)

•

Is Global Warming (GW) anthropogenic ? (A: Humans are very likely contributors. But there’s been little meaningful GW for 16 years as predicted by
IPCC computer modelling (See Youtube: Christopher Monckton lectures). Naturally, it should be acknowledged that Carbon Gases have doubled to 400
ppm since the Industrial Revolution due to coal and fossil fuel usage. But the scientific link between Carbon Gases and global warming remains tenuous.
Note: Pollution is NOT necessarily the same as ‘toxicity’. (see QuantumSniper “Why Carbon Tax is Bad – Special Report” ) Solution is not to de-populate. It
is to cease fear-mongering and manipulation of human psyche. Also, to change patent law to release 5000+ black-shelved alternative energy patents. It
is to break the stranglehold of fossil fuels. Fracture the military industrial complex, and the monopoly censorship over media.

•

Why are we not naming names ? When we can clearly identify vulture capitalist corporations, the Citizen Warrior should name, shame, sue and
boycott. Immoral profiteers and mercenary companies like -•
•
•
•
•

•

Monsanto (profiting by creating seeds tolerant to highly aluminium-saturated soils. (A clear admission of chemtrails if there ever was one).
Boeing, Lockheed, Raytheon (profiting from designing, producing equipment and technologies using the patents on weather manipulation / aerosolization etc.)
Woodside Petroleum. Drilling, Mining and gas giants using HAARP for seismic fracking projects on Australia’s North West Shelf.
Airline companies participating in Operation Cloverleaf since 1998 told to drop chemicals “in the public’s best interest”.
Evergreen Air. CIA Front-companies using government funds. Eg. Patent No. 741345 http://www.whale.to/b/chemtrails.html (Systems and methods for aerial dispersion of materials”)

Backup plans when ‘Plausible Deniability” collapses. Intelligence Agencies in control of media propaganda work on many levels. The brain-twisting
game of demonizing “Truth-seekers” and “conspiracy-researchers” is an open assault on democracy. Whistle-blowers are threatened, and scientists have
their funding withdrawn. Nevertheless, if chemtrails are openly admitted, they will surely then want to take credit for having “stopped global warming”
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